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Discover the secrets of angelic power. The angels are ready to listen and ready to work for you. All

you have to do is ask in the right way. The 72 Angels of Magick brings together the content of

Magickal Angels and The Greater Magickal Angels. For the first time, all the information is included

in one volume. If youâ€™re new to angel magick, everything you need for success is here. When

you contact the angels listed in this book you will have the power to dominate success and fortune,

obtain what you wish, protect yourself and stop enemies. These mighty angels can be contacted

easily, instructed directly and will gladly fulfill your desires. You donâ€™t need to believe anything or

belong to any religion. You donâ€™t need to be pure or worthy. All you need is a strong desire for

something to change in your world. If you have that desire, the angels will take you where you want

to go. It is their purpose to give you the power to express the life you dream of living. Whether you

are seeking fame, money, wisdom, healing or peace, the angelic powers can help you to improve

your life in the ways that matter to you most. The angels in this book can help you to carry out

difficult tasks, strengthen your will power and increase your popularity. You can attract love, find

harmony, increase fame, find strength, break through adversity, sleep well, heal yourself and obtain

clear thought. There are angelic powers that enable you to invent, discover new methods, improve

your business and find new supporters. You can increase the loyalty of friends and lovers. The

power to improve prosperity, win awards, write well, be stable, reduce anxiety, learn easily,

understand in new ways and dominate strong personalities is at your hand. The angels can help

you to excite new passion, discover more about yourself and see the past, present and future with

clarity. They will protect, uncover truth, stop liars, inspire artists and spread the word about your

creative works. Debtors can be made to pay up. You can turn enemies into friends. Whether you are

making deals, learning a trade, trying to pass exams or working to increase your income, these

angels can bring the help you need. You will discover: A unique talisman that opens the gateway to

angelic contact The Words of Power that establish an angelic connection Seventy-Two unique sigils

for contacting angels Over two hundred angelic powers that can be used in thousands of ways

Information on how to choose the right angel Methods for communicating directly with angels

Ancient secrets for contacting angels that canâ€™t be found anywhere else.
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You can never go wrong with a Damon Brand book. Well written, clear, understandable, usable and

most of all every word leads to success. Whether you are years into your studies of the occult or

very new, Mr. Brand creates books that you can use...and succeed with. It's great to read theory

and learn history, but in truth, much like the study of medicine, if only historical and

theoretical...where and how would healing take place? As it is with the books from Mr. Brand, and

his fellow Gallery of Magick authors, they are usable methods of actually achieving magickal results.

Add to that the gracious accessibility of the author on Facebook and the Gallery of Magick sites and

it is obvious he is not only creating great books but actually cares about those reading them...a

rarity. Thanks Mr. Brand for this, and all of your books.I'm truly grateful and highly recommend this

and all of Mr. Brand's books.

You will all think this is BS but with God as my witness it's true. I tried an 11 day spell from this book

at the same time I was using a spell from the same author's "Word of Power" and believe it or not I

created a servitor from a third book by the author. All was aimed at working together towards one

specific goal. I was going to be out of a job soon if the company I work for did not win a $39 million

contract with the government. We had 5 other more seasoned companies bidding against us. I

worked the 11 day spell, waited 3 days and began a second 11 day spell just as a sort of "booster

shot". Again, servitors deployed and words of power spoken each day as well. Today is the 11th

day of the second 11 day cycle. I finished the spells and committed myself to just forget about the

whole thing and wait to see. It was supposed to be another 6-8 weeks before we knew about the

contract. Less than 1 hour after I completed the last spells and put the whole thing to bed - I

recieved an email from my Director telling me we won the contract against all those other

companies. I kid you not. I was floored. All along I was thinking "These spells are too easy." and "Is

it possible that it is really this simple?". Evidentially it is not necessary to dance around bonfires at



midnight on the 29th of February on a leap year inside a pentagram drawn with virgin goats blood

while reciting Shakespearean texts in German afterall. Brand is my freaking hero now!

The 72 Angels of Magick; Instant Access To The Angels of Power by Damon Brand is a perfect

book to have if you have previously experienced spiritual miracles and/or are open-minded in ways

to indirectly connect with your spiritual nature and/or higher self (due to the common knowledge

information that connection with angels is closely related to a connection with the soul/higher self).

The 72 Angels of Magick shares details that you do not have to be a â€œperfectâ€• person and/or

considered â€œworthyâ€• in the eyes of others to experience angelic miracles. Some of the

processes covered in this book include; making contact with the most frequently called upon

archangel Raziel, the use of song/singing in making contact, the authorâ€™s take on directly talking

to a particular angel for a request as compared to the tool of writing, and more.

If you're like me you don't have a lot of extra free time to spend researching books and piecing

together rituals you "hope" will work. What the GoM has done is make Magick that works more

accessible to people like me. Yes, you still need to research and find your own Gnosis, but they give

you the tools to begin changing your life for the better.This book contains some of the most beautiful

rituals I have ever come across. Start working with the angels and create your life the way you want

it to be. You have that right!

Excellent work presented by Damon Brand. This is a rewrite from his previous books on angels, as

although if you own those books you don't necessarly need this book. However..This rewrite is

definitely worth having as a companion to his other two, yes there are some sections that are

repetitive, but you will still glean out some information that is useful. I've used this book to reference

back into the other one's, and vice versa. Maybe I should contact that comprehension angel again

huh? Seriously, this book is worth your attention even if you have the other editions. Thanks

Damon!!

This system is easy to use and based on my one experience with it so far, very effective. I have

been practicing magick since 1981 and I learned about the 72 angels pretty early in my studies, but

I did not find any information about their powers or how to use them. This book fills that void. Due to

the use of angels and the method for contacting them,this system does not require the methods

needed for controlling spirits and protecting the magician necessary with other spiritual entities. To



me, the biggest challenge with this book is finding the right angel for my working. The book lists 2 to

5 powers for each angel, for a total of 206 powers, some of which overlap. However, once I found

the angel I wanted to use, and did the work, my result came very quickly..
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